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Data science is a dynamic field with ever-evolving job descriptions and salary 
structures.  While data science offers high earning potential, the factors influencing 
data scientist salaries remain unclear. This lack of clarity makes it challenging for both 
employers to determine competitive compensation packages and for employees to 
understand how career choices like experience level and job title can impact their 
earning potential. Thus, this study aims to explore the interrelationship between 
related variables with salary. To achieve the objectives of this research, correlation 
analysis was employed to identify the strength and direction of linear relationships 
between these attributes in the dataset. Additionally, k-means clustering was utilized 
to group data scientists with similar characteristics, allowing for the exploration of 
potential salary segments within the data science field. It was found that there was a 
very strong correlation between employee residence and company location (r=0.90). 
There was a significant moderate positive correlation between salary with company 
location (r=0.46), residence (r=0.48) and experience level (r=0.41) respectively. Based 
on the clustering analysis, the group was divided into four different popular roles in 
data science salary group. Therefore, employers can leverage this knowledge to design 
the salary packages considering location and experience.   
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1. Introduction 
 

Understanding the connections between different factors and salaries is essential for employers 
and employees in the field of data science. An understanding of the relationships between 
experience levels, job titles, and salaries is crucial for making correct choices in the rapidly evolving 
field of data science. Companies and professionals are looking for thorough insights to effectively 
navigate the complexities of compensation structures as the demand for data science expertise 
increases.  
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Determining the connections within the data can be very beneficial to both employers and 
employee. Employees gain valuable salary insights, while employers can leverage this analysis to 
understand current recruitment trends, aiding in improved budget planning for human resource 
compensation and benefits [1]. This empowers businesses to make informed decisions regarding 
employee compensation and retention strategies. 

In Industry 4.0, driven by IoT and big data, there's a rising demand for data scientists to collect, 
process, and effectively report on vast amounts of data for organizational management [1]. These 
professionals are essential for gathering extensive data sets, employing advanced techniques such as 
machine learning or statistical analysis for data processing, and ultimately delivering comprehensive 
reports to inform organizational management decisions. Thus, analyzing salaries becomes imperative 
to assist employers in understanding market trends, ensuring competitive compensation, and 
strategically managing human resources to attract and retain top talent. 

In terms of salary prediction, numerous research has been conducted. For example, Zhang and 
Cheng [2] used k-nearest neighbour classifier to predict salary for Java back-end engineers, using Java 
specialized skills as input variables. Similarly, Chen et al., [3] utilized random forest for salary 
prediction that enables the estimation of income ranges over a specific period. Additionally, Saeed 
et al., [4] compare three classification approach which are support vector machine, random forest 
and naïve bayes. However, these studies primarily utilize supervised learning methods. 

Aside from supervised learning, unsupervised approaches such as clustering also offer valuable 
insights for analysis. analytical tools for analysing high-dimensional data by uncovering latent 
patterns and hidden structures, simplifying complex datasets in the process [5]. Clustering is one of 
unsupervised machine learning technique used to group similar data points together based on their 
inherent characteristics or features. 

The primary objective of unsupervised algorithms is to minimize within-cluster variation, which 
measures the extent to which observations within a cluster differ from each other [5]. Clustering 
analysis can be categorized into three main approaches: hierarchical clustering, centroid-based 
clustering, and density-based clustering. 

Hierarchical clustering is a technique for identifying cluster structures in a dataset, where 
similarity within the same cluster is maximized, and dissimilarity between different clusters is 
maximized [5]. Hierarchical clustering does not require pre-specification of the cluster count. Instead, 
it necessitates the specification of the dissimilarity measure to drive cluster formation [5]. 

Centroid-based clustering is a type of clustering algorithm where clusters are formed around 
central points called centroids. These centroids represent the mean or average position of the data 
points within each cluster. On the other hand, density-based clustering aims to detect dense regions 
of arbitrary shape, typically identified by the density of points within them [6]. A cluster is defined as 
a region with high density, while outliers are characterized by low densities.  

Montano and Sobrejuanite [7] utilized K-means clustering algorithm to categorize salaries 
according to their similarities, with the number of clusters was determined through salary profiling 
and exploratory data analysis [7]. On the other hand, Harahap et al., [8] used k-means clustering to 
address potential challenges that may arise in the process of determining employee salaries, which 
could ultimately impact employee performance at work. 

Clustering analysis is an important component of this study where Data Science Salary Dataset 
was used to identify various factors that impact the salary of data scientist while also incorporating 
clustering analysis. This study is essential to unveil complex patterns and relationships within the 
dataset, shedding light on the essential dynamics shaping data scientist salaries. 
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2. Methodology 
 
General methodology of data science project consists of three main phases which are Data 

Preprocessing, Data Modelling and Data Evaluation (as shown in Figure 1). Upon acquiring a dataset, 
it undergoes data preprocessing, the initial phase that prepares the raw data for subsequent analysis. 
Raw data often contains errors, inconsistencies, and missing values. Data preprocessing ensures the 
validity and reliability of data analysis results by removing outliers and filling missing values [9]. Data 
modelling involves building the model from the data and make predictions. Subsequently, the results 
obtained from the model are evaluated, interpreted, and conclusions are drawn from the data. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Data Science Methodology 

 
2.1 Dataset 

 
The Data Science Job Salaries data was obtained from Kaggle [10]. The dataset contains 

information about salaries and related factors for various data science and related roles. There are 
11 attributes in the dataset which are work_year, experience_level, employment_type, job_title, 
salary, salary_currency, salary_in_usd, employee_residence, remote_ratio, company_location and 
company_size. A description of the data can be found on Table 1.  

 
Table 1 
Data Description 
No  Column  Data Type  Description 

1  work_year  Integer  The calendar year in which the salary was paid 
2  experience_level  String  Experience level for the specific job: 

EN: Entry-level / Junior 
MI: Mid-level / Intermediate 

 
SE: Senior-level / Expert 
EX: Executive-level / Director 

3  employment_type  String  Employment arrangement:  
PT: Part-time 
FT: Full-time  

 
CT: Contract  
FL: Freelance 

4  job_title  String  The specific role held by the employee during the pay year. 
5  salary  Integer  The total gross salary amount paid. 
6  salary_currency  String  Total monetary compensation paid before taxes and deductions, 

denominated in the original currency of the employer. 
7  salary_in_usd  Integer  Gross salary converted into US Dollars (USD) 
8  employee_residence  String  The primary country of residence for the employee 
9  remote_ratio  Integer  Percentage of work performed remotely: 

0%: No Remote Work 
50%: Partially Remote 
100%: Fully Remote 

10  company_location  String  The country where the main office or contracting branch of the employer is 
located 

11  company_size  String  Estimated average number of employees at the company during pay year: 
Small (S): Companies with less than 50 employees. 
Medium (M): Companies with 50 to 250 employees. 
Large (L): Companies with more than 250 employees. 

Dataset

Data Preprocessing

•Data Cleaning 

•Exploratory Data 
Analysis

Data Modelling 
Data Evaluation 

and Interpretation
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2.2 Data Preprocessing  
 

In the dataset, columns such as 'salary' and 'salary_currency' are unnecessary since the analysis 
was primarily focus on 'salary_usd'. Therefore, these columns can be removed to streamline the 
dataset and avoid redundancy, allowing for a more concise and efficient analysis. 

To detect outliers in the 'salary_in_usd' column, the interquartile range (IQR) method was 
employed. In cases where the data distribution deviates significantly from a Gaussian (normal) 
distribution, the IQR method is a suitable statistic for identifying outliers [11]. The IQR is calculated 
as the difference between the upper quartile and the lower quartile of the dataset. Figure 2 shows 
the outlier exist in the dataset.  
 

 
Fig. 2. Outliers existed in the dataset 

 
A common yet straightforward approach employed in practice to remove outlier is the "detect-

and-forget" strategy which involves identifying outliers within the dataset and subsequently 
removing them [12]. Due to the limited number of data points identified as outliers, thus the affected 
rows were removed from the dataset. Further verification was conducted to ensure the absence of 
null values and duplicate entries in the dataset. As no issues were detected during this examination, 
the dataset is deemed satisfactory for further analysis.  

Next, data transformation on the categorical variables within the dataset were performed. Data 
transformation is essential for analysis as this stage will modifies data structure and format to 
enhance quality and suitability of the data [13]. This process involves converting these non-numerical 
values, such as job titles or geographic locations, into a format suitable for statistical analysis.  Label 
encoding is a data transformation technique commonly used for categorical variables. It involves 
converting each unique category within the variable into a corresponding integer value [13]. All 
categorical data within the dataset underwent label encoding transformation to facilitate further 
analysis. 

 
2.3 Exploratory Data Analysis 

 
Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) is a process to explore the data which  can be investigate using 

graphical and non-graphical approach on univariate or multivariate level [14]. Univariate analysis 
focuses on understanding a single variable at a time, while multivariate analysis explores the 
relationships between two or more variables. To gain a comprehensive understanding of the factors 
influencing data scientist salaries, this study utilizes a multivariate approach to EDA.  
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Fig. 3. Average salary of individuals categorized by 
different employment types 

 
Figure 3 shows the visualisation of company location and employee residence. The correlation 

value of 0.9 between 'company_location' and 'employee_residence' indicates a strong positive 
correlation between these two variables. This implies that there is a tendency for the location of the 
company where the job is based to be closely related to the geographical location where the 
employee resides. In other words, employees tend to live in or near the same geographic area where 
their company is located. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Count of work year within company size 

 
Figure 4 distribution of company size and work year. In 2020, the data indicates a relatively lower 

proportion of individuals employed in Medium-sized companies, with small and large companies 
potentially dominating the employment landscape. However, by 2022, there is a notable shift, 
revealing a significant increase in employment within Medium-sized companies, surpassing other size 
categories. Interestingly, the employment distribution in 2021 appears to favour Large-sized 
companies, indicating fluctuations in company size preferences across the observed years. 
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Fig. 5. Average salary of individuals categorized by different 
employment types 

 
Figure 5 illustrates the average salary of individuals categorized by different employment types 

and experience levels. The vertical axis denotes salary ranges from 0 to 400,000 USD, while the 
horizontal axis displays the various employment types, including Full-time (FT), Contract (CT), Part-
time (PT), and Freelance (FL). 

The highest salaries are observed at the executive level, particularly among those employed on a 
contractual basis. Notably, executive roles do not typically offer part-time or freelance employment 
arrangements. Freelance positions predominantly align with senior-level roles, while the majority of 
senior-level roles are full-time employment. Intermediate or mid-level positions tend to be 
contracted, with approximately one-third held as full-time roles. For entry-level positions, there is a 
relatively equal distribution across part-time, contract, and full-time employment arrangements. 

Table 2 shows the mean, minimum, maximum values of remote_ratio and salary_usd in the 
dataset. The data highlights prevalence of remote work, with an average ratio of 70.92%. This 
indicates that a significant portion of work is conducted remotely, with a substantial number of 
individuals engaged in 100% remote work arrangements. On the other hand, the average salary in 
USD is approximately $107,168.86, with a standard deviation of $58,555.52. The salary range extends 
from a minimum of $2,859 to a maximum of $276,000. 

 
Table 2 
Mean, minimum and maximum values of  
remote_ratio and salary_usd 
 remote_ratio salary_usd 

Mean 70.68 107168.86 
Min 0.00 2859.00 
Max  1000.00 276000.00 

 
The exploratory data analysis revealed an interesting finding: a seemingly linear relationship 

between company location and employee residence. This suggests that data scientists tend to be 
located geographically close to their employers. Additionally, the data indicates a positive trend in 
the number of data science professionals, with a significant increase observed in 2022 compared to 
the previous two years. This growth highlights the increasing demand for data science expertise.  
Furthermore, the analysis suggests a shift in work preferences, with a growing number of data 
scientists favoring remote work arrangements over physical or hybrid models. This trend could be 
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attributed to the flexibility and work-life balance offered by remote work. Finally, a noteworthy 
observation pertains to salary distribution within the data science field. The data revealed a 
significant gap between minimum and maximum salaries, indicating a high degree of variability in 
compensation. This suggests that factors such as experience level, type of employment, and company 
size can significantly impact earning potential in data science. 

 
2.4 Data Modelling  

 
Before proceeding with modelling, the dataset was divided into training and testing sets using an 

80/20 split. The decision to select 80% of the data for training was influenced by research conducted 
by Nguyen et al., [15], indicating that increasing the size of the training set from 30% to 80% could 
lead to improved testing performance. 

K-Means clustering technique was employed in this study. It is a technique that aims to divide a 
dataset into distinct groups (clusters) based on shared characteristics, ensuring data with similar 
traits are grouped together while different data points are placed into separate clusters [16]. K-
Means is a non-hierarchical algorithm that operates by iteratively assigning data points to clusters 
based on their proximity to the specified centre points [16]. To determine the appropriate number 
of clusters, the elbow method was employed, revealing that k=4 is the optimal choice for cluster 
count. Figure 6 shows the elbow method for optimal k.  

 

 
Fig. 6. Elbow method for optimal k 

 
In the K-Means algorithm, the starting point for each cluster group is the centroid, which is 

determined by calculating the closest distance to the initial cluster center point, serving as the central 
point for the formation of each group or cluster [17]. The steps to compute K-Means are as follows 
[18]: 

i. Specify the number of groups (K) for the K-Means clustering method. 
ii. Randomly select K data points and assign them to individual groups based on data point 

counts. 
iii. Calculate the cluster centroids. 
iv. Iterate steps 1-3 until optimal centroids are found, ensuring minimal variance within 

groups: 
a) Compute the total squared distances between data points and centroids. 
b) Assign each data point to the nearest centroid. 
c) Average all data points within each cluster. 
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3. Results and Discussion 
3.1 Correlation Analysis  

 
Figure 7 shows the correlation between all the attributes in the dataset.  
 

 
Fig. 7. Correlation analysis between all the variables 

 
There is a strong positive correlation of 0.9 between employee residence and company location, 

indicating that employees tend to live close to where their company is located. Health benefits can 
be gained by living close to the workplace, as stress from long commutes is reduced, time is saved 
for exercise or hobbies, and improved sleep is facilitated by the opportunity to wake up later [19]. 

Additionally, there are moderately positive correlations between salary and company location 
(0.46) and salary and residence (0.48). From the analysis, companies with employees in multiple 
locations often implement regional pay differentials or adjust pay rates based on geographical factors 
[20]. Besides, geographic pay differential is extra pay given to employees to address differences in 
labour costs and living expenses across various locations [21]. Some companies use factors like the 
cost of living, which includes expenses for goods and services, to calculate these differentials. 

Salary and experience level also show a moderate relationship with 0.41. Employees with over 
five years of work experience typically earn an average of 36% more than those with less than five 
years of experience [22]. These correlations suggest that salaries tend to be influenced by the 
geographical location of the company, with higher salaries potentially being offered in certain 
locations. Besides, employees with higher salaries are more likely to reside in specific areas and 
salaries tend to increase with experience level. 
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3.2 Clustering Analysis  
 

 
Fig. 8. K-mean Clustering Result 

 
Based on the K-means clustering plot with k=4 (as shown in Figure 8), the following insights can 

be derived: 
i. Cluster 0: This cluster comprises popular roles in data science characterized by salaries 

ranging from low to moderate. These roles likely experience high demand but offer 
salaries within a relatively lower range compared to other clusters. 

ii. Cluster 1: Representing less popular roles in data science, this cluster features salaries 
ranging from moderate to high. These roles may be specialized or niche positions that 
command higher compensation despite being in lower demand. 

iii. Cluster 2: This cluster encompasses low-profile yet popular roles in data science, offering 
salaries ranging from low to moderate. Although not as widely recognized as roles in 
Cluster 0, they still hold significance within the industry. 

iv. Cluster 3: Popular roles in data science with salaries ranging from moderate to high are 
depicted in this cluster. These roles experience high demand and offer higher 
compensation compared to Cluster 0, highlighting their importance and desirability within 
the field. 

  
4. Conclusion  

  
This study employed EDA, correlation analysis and K-means clustering to gain insights into data 

scientist salaries. The EDA and correlation revealed a positive correlation between company location 
and employee residence, suggesting data scientists tend to live near their employers. Additionally, a 
positive trend in data science professionals was observed, highlighting the increasing demand for this 
expertise. Furthermore, the analysis points towards a shift in work preference favouring remote work 
arrangements. The K-means clustering identified four distinct clusters of data science roles, 
categorized by popularity and salary range. These clusters provide valuable insights into the data 
science landscape, highlighting the varying salary potential associated with different roles and 
specializations. Overall, the findings offer valuable guidance for aspiring and experienced data 
scientists alike, allowing them to make informed career decisions based on their desired location, 
work style, and salary expectations.  
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